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FOREWORD

Welcome to this guidance 

As a young person in education, I know first hand just how much of 
our lives children and young people spend at school, and for years 
now our authorities have worked to make sure school is a safe 
and comfortable environment for all students. Recently the focus 
has been to teach young people how to keep ourselves safe, both 
inside and outside of school hours, and that’s why a Safeguarding 
Ambassadors programme can be so effective. 

I became a Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) Awareness 
Ambassador during my two years in the sixth form at Wallington 
County Grammar School - an all-boys school with a mixed sixth 
form. Prior to becoming an ambassador, I had very little idea 
about what FGM actually was. I simply leapt at any chance to 
promote women’s rights in a predominantly male environment and 
volunteered. However, through the fantastic training aided by the 
charity FORWARD (a foundation for women’s health, research and 
development) I came to understand how FGM was in fact a human 
rights issue - and hopefully our ambassadors helped the rest of the 
school to see this too. 

As a student at Wallington, I also benefitted from the work that 
other Safeguarding Ambassadors did - the animated video that the 
anti-bullying ambassadors made based on our anti-bullying policy, 
and the fake social media profile experiments that the e-safety 
ambassadors conducted to show how unsafe the internet can be - 
these are just a few examples amongst many. I was very fortunate 
to witness how the ambassador programmes encouraged young 
people to help other young people, with the goal of allowing 
us to contribute to making our school a safe and comfortable 
environment for everyone. This practice guidance and toolkit 
outlines how other schools in the borough can implement a similar 
programme and do just that. 

Shekinah Opara
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OBJECTIVE
This practice guidance and the resource toolkit has 
been developed to help schools set up a Safeguarding 
Ambassadors programme to raise awareness of issues 
that place children and young people at risk. 

TARGET GROUP
The programme is targeted to Designated Safeguarding 
Leads, Ambassador Leads from sixth form and students 
recruited to the programme within each school.  

THE ROLE OF THE SAFEGUARDING AMBASSADOR
The role of the Safeguarding Ambassador is to select 
a safeguarding topic at the start of the academic 
year, guided by the Designated Safeguarding Lead. 
Ambassadors would be involved in different activities at 
various stages of the year and during the course of the 
programme they will develop new knowledge and skills. 
It is a rolling programme with students training up other 
students to take on the ambassador role before they 
leave the school. Sutton LSCB would want to hear from 
the Safeguarding Ambassadors about their experiences 
at the end of each academic year and will support 
Designated Safeguarding Leads to access training and 
other resources. 

THE TOOLKIT
This guidance is part of the toolkit which is made up of 
different resources to support the implementation of the 
programme. All the material is available to download on 
the dedicated school area of the Sutton LSCB website 
www.suttonlscb.org.uk   

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
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TIMELINE

PROGRAMME STAGES

Set up Getting 
going

Delivery Measuring 
impact

Dissemination 
of learning

Term TwoTerm one Term Three

PROGRAMME STAGES
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Building skills 
“Speaking in assemblies and presentations gave me the opportunity to 
really improve my public speaking abilities and become more confident in 
front of a crowd of people.”  
- Year 13 ambassador, Wallington County Grammar School

Influence
“Being an ambassador is a great way to influence the school. Thinking 
of new and engaging ways to make safeguarding policies more 
understandable to younger pupils really had an impact.”  
- Year 13 ambassador, Wallington County Grammar School

Contribution to wider school life 
“My involvement in the ambassadors programme allowed me to 
contribute to the wider school life, by working in a team and getting to 
know younger year groups.”  
- Year 12 ambassador, Wallington County Grammar School

CV and university applications
“For me, the ambassador programme was a gateway into the job market. 
Having something like this on your CV or any application is unique 
because it shows that you have acquired certain skills like public.”
- Year 13 Wallington County Grammar School student

Shaping understanding
“Becoming an ambassador helped to shape my understanding of the 
global and local community. It encouraged me to become passionate 
about issues that affect young people like myself everyday.”  
- Year 13 ambassador, Wallington County Grammar School

BENEFITS

Benefits for students
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BENEFITS

Evidence of compliance with Ofsted regulations

During inspections Ofsted look to see that schools have the appropriate 
measures in place to ensure that students are safe, so implementing a 
programme like this could make sure that this requirement is met.

“...inspectors will always make a written judgement under leadership and 
management in the report about whether or not the arrangements for 
safeguarding children and learners are effective.”  
- School Inspection Handbook, Ofsted

“The arrangements for safeguarding are effective….This is particularly 
evident in the work that the school has done to address e-safety, female 
genital mutilation and honour-based violence. Pupils apply to become 
ambassadors, receive training and then lead the school community in 
raising awareness about these issues.”  
- Wallington County Grammar School Ofsted report, 2017

“Pupils have contributed to writing the school’s anti-bullying and drugs 
policies and play leading roles in securing the well-being of their peers. 
Mentors and ambassadors for e-safety and female genital mutilation 
support teachers’ work to raise awareness, respond to concerns and 
support pupils’ personal development.”  
- Wallington County Grammar School Ofsted report, 2017

“The school’s culture of safeguarding is supported by pupils looking out 
for one another and celebrating the diversity that exists within the school. 
Pupils told inspectors that they feel safe in school and know how to keep 
themselves safe beyond the physical and virtual school gates. Parents 
agree that this is a safe place for their children to learn.”  
- Wallington County Grammar School Ofsted report, 2017
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Young people contributing to community safety and safeguarding 
priorities 

“The Local Safeguarding Children Board in the London Borough of 
Sutton is committed to supporting Safeguarding Ambassadors to 
influence priorities for strategic partnership working to keep children and 
young people safe in Sutton.”  
- Christine Davies CBE, Independent LSCB Chair

“Getting students to lead on raising awareness and the education of 
other young people in their school about challenging safeguarding 
issues seems to have an amazing impact on the confidence of the 
ambassadors and young people.  Ambassadors have the opportunity 
to work with leads and directors in public bodies such as the council, 
NHS and police who make decisions about children and young people’s 
services . In the future all work around topics that affect children 
and young people’s safety and well-being should have input from 
Safeguarding Ambassadors.”  
- Anna Cassin, Assistant Director of Quality and Nursing, NHS

Young people listening to other young people

“Hearing about sensitive issues from my peers makes the information 
much more relatable and everyone seems more keen to listen.”  
- Year 12 student, Wallington County Grammar School

BENEFITS

Community
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Commitment and efficient planning

Being a Safeguarding Ambassador requires commitment to the task at 
hand. This means attending the regular meetings that will be in place and 
working with those around you towards your goal. Providing that your 
programme is set up well and is organised efficiently, being an ambassador 
should not become a strain on your academics. Lunch time meetings 
and efficient planning throughout the year will make sure that your project 
is launched and delivered before any major exams so that the sixth form 
students in particular do not feel that their roles are a strain on their time.

Enthusiasm and willingness to learn

Students may have never come across certain safeguarding topics before 
so it is important that they are prepared to gain a thorough understanding 
so that they can effectively relay information to the rest of the school.

EXPECTATIONS

Ambassadors

Commitment

The school must be committed to setting up a successful Safeguarding 
Ambassador programme by ensuring that they are well organised, trained, 
and informed on the safeguarding issue. 

Support

Schools are expected to provide ambassadors with support in terms of 
resources, organisation, and encouragement throughout the programme. 
Schools are responsible for the important decisions that will support the 
students, such as whether external training will be necessary. The students 
will need constant guidance so the safeguarding lead/programme lead(s) 
will need to dedicate some time to ensure the programme runs smoothly. 

Schools
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Commitment

Parents, the local authority, and the general community need to be 
committed to seeing the ambassadors develop and they need to 
be willing to allow the ambassadors to inform them on the issues 
affecting young people in the community.

Enthusiasm and willingness to learn

Encouraging the ambassadors and being interested in their projects 
are just some of many ways the community can support them. 
Giving them more opportunities to train and showcase their work at 
community events will help to launch the programme. 

EXPECTATIONS

Community
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• Decide which safeguarding issues are a priority for your school and 
your borough so that you know what to include in the programme. This 
information should be provided by your local council. 

• Decide which students to target based on their needs. This can be found 
out through a ‘student voice’ survey . 

• Decide whether the ambassadors will need to be trained externally or 
whether a staff member is already qualified to train them. For example, 
e-safety ambassadors may be able to be trained internally whilst 
ambassadors for DV awareness may need external training. 

• Decide how many ambassadors you aim to have per year group and decide 
what safeguarding issues they will cover. Issues such as bullying, e-safety 
and self-harm may have ambassadors in every year group from year 7 to 
13, whereas ambassadors for sexual health and resilience may be limited to 
the older year groups. 

• Decide on a member of staff to lead the ambassadors and oversee their 
development. You may spend up to a whole year training the ambassadors 
and preparing presentations, so it is essential that you have a key member 
of staff to keep everyone organised and attending the regular set meetings. 
It is also important that this member of staff is trusted by the students as 
they will look to them for support and guidance. 

• When the ambassadors have begun their training you may decide to 
appoint one or two senior students to have leading roles so that the task 
does not become too time consuming for the leading member of staff.

SET UP

1. PREPARING THE PROGRAMME - initial decisions
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Creating an initial interest is important to ensure that you have enough 
volunteers to become ambassadors and also ensures the longevity of the 
ambassadors programme. 

• External speakers; survivors/victims, former ambassadors, introductory 
assemblies in which short films on the safeguarding issues can be 
shown.  

• Posters around the school.  

• Work into the curriculum. 

• Day trips to lecture events in which multiple speakers on safeguarding 
issues speak. 

• Promote it as an “enrichment” scheme. 

• Make the students aware of the benefits for them as an individual, 
the school, and the community, so they feel that by becoming an 
ambassador they are having a bigger impact.  

• For those who may find speaking and being a representative daunting, 
emphasise that the programme will develop these skills, starting small 
and working up to larger projects. For example, a mentor-like pairing 
scheme in which a senior student is paired with a junior one would mean 
new ambassadors get advice from their peers based on experience.

SET UP

2. ENCOURAGING INTEREST IN THE PROGRAMME 
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• Recognition in terms of badges, display boards, introduction  
in assembly and adding information about the Safeguarding  
Ambassador programme on the school website,  
see http://www.wcgs-sutton.co.uk/Stay-Safe-Online.  

• Encourage individuals sense of contribution.  

• Makes Safeguarding Ambassadors an established and recognised part 
of the school community and in turn encourages involvement. 

• Get ambassadors involved in organising and taking part in launching 
the programme.

3. PREPARING THE AMBASSADORS  

GETTING GOING
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Creating an initial interest is important to ensure that you have enough 
volunteers to become ambassadors and also ensures the longevity of the 
ambassadors programme. 

• Recruit from all age years across the school and consider what topics 
are most suitable for younger and older students.  

• Find out if external training can be offered to the ambassadors. Sutton 
LSCB offer free e-learning and can assist with bringing in topic experts.  

• Ambassadors need to be trained effectively to raise awareness 
through confident understanding of the issue and training on how to 
deliver sensitive presentations in a way that different age groups can 
understand - they are not being trained to deal with safeguarding 
issues and should not expect to gain the expertise to do so. They 
should instead be trained to signpost someone in need to the 
appropriate services. 

• Training needs to be thorough to encourage confidence. Heads of 
Safeguarding can set up courses with external charities or if already 
qualified can set up a training course for students to undergo. 

• Training continues throughout the project. At the regular meetings 
after the launch, ambassadors should still be building on their skills, 
for example, presenting to the rest of the ambassadors and receiving 
constructive feedback. 

• When training the ambassadors, ensure that they know how to speak 
to different audiences by tailoring the delivery of their message. For 
example, you may need to be overly clear and spend more time in 
explaining sensitive issues to younger years. 

• Tailor your message so that your students are able to relate. If you are 
speaking about FGM in an all-boys school you may want to explain to 
them that is it a human rights issue not a “woman’s” issue. Similarly, 
if you are speaking about Domestic Violence in an all-girls school you 
may want to inform them that men can also be victims.

4. RECRUITING AND TRAINING SAFEGUARDING AMBASSADORS

GETTING GOING
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POSSIBLE CHALLENGES - training

GETTING GOING

Is your safeguarding 
lead not qualified on a 
safeguarding topic?

   Solution

Reach out to charities and specialist 
organisations. They often have 
representatives that are experienced  
in informing young people.

If external help is not within your 
school’s budget, consider sending your 
safeguarding lead to a training course 
provided by your LCSB. You can also 
inquire as to whether they would be 
willing to train the ambassadors.
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POSSIBLE CHALLENGES - training

GETTING GOING

Do your ambassadors 
feel that they are 
lacking in knowledge 
and understanding? 

   Solution

Training should continue throughout  
the programme. Knowledge and 
understanding can be supplemented  
with video resources, external speakers, 
articles, podcasts etc.

The safeguarding lead is responsible for 
continuous support and encouragement 
through praise and constructive criticism. 
This is particularly important before 
presentations so that ambassadors feel 
confident in what they are saying.
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• Set up a way for all the ambassadors to communicate. School emails 
are a good way for the leading staff member to contact ambassadors, but if 
a leading senior ambassador has been appointed it may be more effective 
to set up a whatsapp or facebook group-chat with the leading ambassador 
liaising with the leading staff member through email and relaying any 
messages. Alternatively, there are apps such as ‘Remind’ and ‘Show My 
Homework’ which allow staff members to communicate with students 
through an email address rather than a mobile number. 

• Regular meetings once a fortnight are recommended, but this can 
vary depending on things like your school calendar or the number of 
ambassadors you have. Decide on the scale of your project and use this as 
a guideline to determine how often the ambassadors will meet.  

• These meetings will initially be used to decide on how best to achieve the 
goal of whole school awareness and the students feeling safer.  

• Once you have decided on your project, the regular meetings should be 
used to work towards it and check progress, whilst the ambassadors are 
still being trained on the delivery of their message. 

• If your project involves presentations to form groups, make sure that each 
form tutor has specifically allocated a time for the ambassadors to come in 
and present. The easiest way to do this may be through group calendars, 
group email threads, or school communication apps such as ‘Remind’ and 
‘Show My Homework’. 

• Use a ‘student body’ like structure to organise the students. You may wish 
to appoint a Leading Ambassador for Year 13, Year 12 and Year 11 to help 
with communication and progress checks.

1. ORGANISATION AND COMMUNICATION

DELIVERY
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• Will you work towards giving presentations in form groups across the
school?

• Will you host a safeguarding event at your school?

• Training and presentations could culminate into a Safeguarding Ambassadors
week/month where ambassadors give presentations, hold assemblies, events at
break/lunch, raise money for charities, invite external speakers, create quizzes etc.

• Click here to view the PDF* - Example FGM Presentation

• Will you create informative documents to be distributed around the
school?

• Will you create your own interactive resources, such as animated videos?

• Will you work towards incorporating awareness of the safeguarding issue
into the curriculum?

• Click here to view the PDF* - Year 9 FGM lesson plan

2. STAGING THE PROJECT

DELIVERY

*To view these linked files please open this original PDF using Adobe Acrobat Reader
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DELIVERY

POSSIBLE CHALLENGES – staging the project 

Are you having trouble 
collating individuals’ 
work into a single 
project?

   Solution

Google slides, docs, and sheets 
can be effective tools for several 
ambassadors to be working on the 
same project at the same time.

Alternatively, time can be allocated 
in the regular meetings for groups to 
work on the project.
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DELIVERY

POSSIBLE CHALLENGES – staging the project

Are your students 
unwilling to participate 
in discussions? 

   Solution

Use icebreakers - especially with  
younger year groups. For example, getting 
everyone to stand up and only telling 
them to remain standing if they knew what 
‘FGM’ stood for, or using a video.

Present in smaller groups e.g. forms.

Encourage discussion by avoiding word-heavy 
powerpoints. Ambassadors should be actually  
speaking to their peers.
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DELIVERY

3. WHAT TO INCLUDE IN THE PROGRAMME

   What is the issue? 

Explaining what the safeguarding issue is will perhaps be one of the most 
difficult things for Safeguarding Ambassadors. This needs to be done 
carefully and sensitively; a good rule to go by is to always speak about the 
safeguarding issue as if someone in your audience is a victim of it. 

Having said this, you need to be very clear about what it is, especially when 
speaking to younger age groups. This will avoid confusion which can often 
lead to disinterest in what you are saying. 

Where does it happen?

It is important that you are as inclusive as possible when explaining where the 
safeguarding issues occurs, in order to give the whole picture. This will avoid 
stigma being attached to certain areas/countries as well as avoiding disinterest 
due to the issue seeming too distant. For example, you could explain that FGM 
is largely practiced in Africa, Asia and the Middle East - but also include that it 
occurs in diaspora populations which means it occurs in large cities such as 
London, Cardiff and several other cities around the world. 

   Who does it happen to?

As with the location, when speaking about the victims or the people at risk 
of the issue, you need to give the whole picture. For example, you can use 
statistics to show that an issue such as Domestic Violence, although more 
common to women,  happens to men too. This will combat existing stigma and 
encourage all people to seek help if they are at risk of the issue or are a victim. 
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DELIVERY

3. WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR PROGRAMME

   Why is this an issue?

Although it may seem obvious, you need to explain why it is an issue so that the 
school knows why it should care. This would be a good place to highlight what 
the law says about the issue, showing that it is a criminal offence. 

Where does this issue occur?

This should be covered thoroughly during the initial training of the ambassadors. 
Understanding why a safeguarding issue occurs ensures that ambassadors 
remain sensitive when talking about it and teaches the rest of the school to 
be sensitive if they ever come across a victim or someone at risk. Again, be 
inclusive. There will inevitably be multiple reasons why these issues occur so try 
and give the common ones as well as the more obscure ones.  

   Who is affected by this issue?

This may already have been covered when explaining where the issue occurs and 
who it occurs to, but emphasise this at some point in your project. Keep reminding 
people about why they should care and the benefits of spreading awareness. 
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DELIVERY

3. WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR PROGRAMME

How widespread is the issue?

It can often shock people how widespread certain issues are. Showing them how 
many young people are struggling through the issue may encourage them to want 
to help by spreading awareness, or can even encourage someone at risk to seek 
help if they see that they are not alone. You may want to use statistics.

Who can help?

Many schools may have safeguarding leads in place and a pastoral system, 
but the students may not know who these members of staff are. It is good to 
close your presentation or end your projects by letting people know who can 
help. Give them plenty of options, so that people who may not necessarily feel 
comfortable speaking to anyone at school know the numbers of hotlines they can 
call and websites they can visit. Let them know how they can find out who the 
ambassadors are in case they need to be directed to someone who can help - 
perhaps you have badges, or a display board, or are on the school website. 

Let ambassadors know what to do if someone approaches them for help, 
according to your safeguarding regulations.
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How much did you do? 

• Did you reach all students in the school? 

• How many ambassadors did you train? 

• How much time was dedicated to presentations/projects? 

• How regularly did you meet?

 

How well did you do it? 

• Did you reach all students in the school? 

• How many ambassadors did you train? 

• How much time was dedicated to presentations/projects 

• Presentations/projects? 

• How regularly did you meet? 

 
Is anyone better off? 

• Do students feel safer?

• Do students know what to do if they do not feel safe?

• Do students regard the issue as relevant or important?

1. DEVELOPING IMPACT MEASURES - what to consider

MEASURING IMPACT
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2. CELEBRATING SUCCESS AND SUSTAINABILITY –
what to consider

DISSEMINATION OF LEARNING

• Ambassadors should receive certificates at the end of the academic 
year commending them for their contributions? 

• Letters/postcards home may also be sent thanking them for their 
contributions. 

• Current ambassadors may be used to assist in the training of new 
ambassadors so that the process rolls on. 

• The programme should be promoted as an established part of the 
school so that the role of an ambassador obtains a certain status. For 
example, the position should be seen as similar to being a prefect, or a 
house captain, or member of a sports team. 
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Relationships: Diversity and discrimination, focusing 
on gender, age, disabilities and homophobia


Year: 9
Title: FGM


Do now:
• What do you know about FGM 
• Discuss on your table
• Feedback


Aims:
To learn…
• To understand what is meant by FGM 
• To identify who might be at risk
• To recognise the responsibility to 


report suspicions about this practice


DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”
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DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”


Resource:
Worksheet 1-


 Do this in pairs to 
the best of your 
ability.


15 minutes







DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”


Check your sheet 
against this 
diagram
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Check your sheet 
against this 
diagram







DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”


Exert on next page
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DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”


What effects / problems do you think FGM might cause?
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Think Again: The film (6.45 mins)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzBNTtR7toE



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzBNTtR7toE
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• Check your points against these.
• Add any new information.
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Group A
• What would you say?
reassure her - she's not alone, there are people who can help, advise and 
protect her;
listen to her;
tell her that FGM is illegal and so there is protection against it happening;
tell her you will need to tell an adult who can help.
• What could you do?
tell an adult you trust - preferably someone at school, who will be able to help 
make sure she
is protected;
contact FORWARD for more information or to find out about people who can 
help;
phone the police if she's in immediate danger.


Group B 


• What do you think she might say to her family?
explain that FGM is illegal and that the family could get into trouble;
say that she doesn't want to have it because of the health risks;
say that it's an old custom that she disagrees with and that is not important any more;
say that she doesn't want to have it done for now while she's in school;
say that she's learned about the pain and serious health risks and that they shouldn't put her
through it;
• Make a list of what her options are and what the consequences might be
she could do nothing: her family might forget or change their mind or decide against it; she
might be taken to her home country to have FGM - she might go through the pain and have
any of the possible health consequences;
she could talk to her family and tell her the reasons why she doesn't want to go through it:
they might discuss it and decide not to do it; they might try to persuade her to have it done;
they might be angry but decide; they might ignore what she says and/or try to force her to
have it done;
she could tell someone at school: they would find out about the situation and might intervene
to protect her if she's at risk;
she could report it to the police: they would intervene to protect her if she's at immediate risk;
she could talk to someone at FORWARD who could listen and advise her on the best way to
deal with the situation.


DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”
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Exert on next slide
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To finish the lesson on a lighter note, you may wish to do 
activity www.greatwallofvagina.co.uk/home


DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”



http://www.greatwallofvagina.co.uk/home
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Where does FGM occur?


DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”







FGM is most prevalent in African countries, 
as shown here:


Source: UNICEF, 2013


Figure 2 - Percentage of 
girls and women aged 15 
to 49 years who have 
undergone FGM/C, by 
country


DTC: “It is important for males to also know about FGM because….”







FGM:UK statistics


UK Facts and statistics


We don’t know how many girls and women are affected by, or at risk of, female genital mutilation (FGM) in the 
UK. However, we can look  at what we know about FGM in other countries and use it to estimate the scale of 
the problem here.


Over 1,700 victims of FGM were referred to specialist clinics in the last two years.  Source: NSPCC press release 
- Female genital mutilation helpline launched - 24 June 2013.


We have responded to over 900 contacts about FGM since June 2013. More than a third of these contacts have 
resulted in a referral to the police or children's services.  Source: NSPCC data.


23,000 girls under 15 could be at risk of FGM in England and Wales, and nearly 60,000 women could be living 
with the consequences of FGM.  Source: Dorkenoo, E., Morison, L. and Macfarlane, A. (2007) A statistical study 
to estimate the prevalence of female genital mutilation in England and Wales (PDF). London: FORWARD.







Where can I go for help/advice?
If you are worried about yourself or someone you know with regard to fgm, you can either speak to the police on 101, or 999 if it’s an emergency.


 you can call the nspcc helpline on 0808 800 5000, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.


You can call the NSPPC’s FGM helpline on 0800 028 3550,


or email fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk It's free, anonymous and we're here 24/7.


You can also Call ChildLine on 0800 1111








FGM
Sexual exploitation, rape and domestic 


abuse
Forced Marriage 


By WCGS’ FGM Ambassadors







Female Genital Mutilation







FORWARD (Foundation for Women’s Health, Research 
and Development) 


- Founded 1985
 
- UK and Africa







What is Female 
Genital Mutilation?


The World Health Organisation:


➔ Partial or total removal of 
external female genitalia


➔ Other injury to the female 
genital organs for non medical 
reasons


➔ Form of child abuse and a 
serious criminal offence since 
1985







Where does FGM occur?
29 African 
countries


Other communities 
in Asia and the 
Middle East


Diaspora 
populations







Who practises FGM?
- Traditional circumcisers


- Central roles in communities


More than 
18% of all 
FGM is 
performed by 
health care 
providers







Risks/Benefits of FGM
● Immediate: pain/ tetanus/ HIV/ Hepatitis B and 


C/ sometimes death
● Long term: chronic infection/ UTI’s/ infertility/ 


kidney failure/ psychological
● There is NO benefits to FGM at all.


Removing and 
damaging healthy 
tissue interferes with 
the natural functions 
of the female body







Some people 
perform FGM simply 
because they 
believe it looks 
‘better’ or ‘cleaner’ 


Why is FGM done? 


➔ Encourage purity/modesty
➔ Prerequisite for marriage
➔ Initiation to womanhood
➔ Tradition 







Why is it relevant?
- It can happen anywhere to 


any female


- Focus needs to be driven 
to spread awareness


- ‘Hidden crime’


- The age affected need 
support (infant - 15) 







Statistics
➔ Over 20,000 girls under 15 at risk/year 


UK


➔ 66,000 women living with 
consequences UK


➔ 140,000,000 females living with 
consequences globally 


➔ 101,000,000 girls 10+ undergone FGM 
Africa 


➔ 1,700+ FGM victims referred to 
specialist clinics June 2011-13 (FGM 
Helpline) 







Help and advice
● 101 or 999 (in an emergency) for the police
● NSPCC Helpline 0808 800 5000
● 0800 028 3550 (for NSPCC’s FGM helpline) or email 


fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk (free anonymous and 24/7)
● 0800 1111 Childline
● Speak to a teacher/ approach Mrs Owen directly



mailto:fgmhelp@nspcc.org.uk





Sexual 
exploitation, rape 
and domestic 
abuse Approximately 


85,000 women and 
25,000 men are 
raped in England 
and Wales alone 
every year. 







A third of people 
believe women 
who flirt are 
partially 
responsible for 
being raped.


-Amnesty,
     2005







Sexual 
violence isn’t 
reported the 
majority of 
the time.


Conviction rates for 
rape are far lower 
than other cases, 
with only 5.7% of 
reported rape cases 
ending in a 
conviction for the 
perpetrator. 







Rape Crisis England 
and Wales


The support provided by Rape Crisis 
England and Wales has increased by 
17% since 2014-15.







Domestic abuse
isn’t only experienced by women


For every three 
victims of 
domestic abuse, 
one will be male. 







More facts:
➔ One in four women, and one in 


six men suffer from domestic 
abuse in their lifetime.


➔ Younger people are more likely 
to be a victim of domestic 
abuse and partner abuse than in 
older age groups.


➔ In 2014, 6.6% of men aged 16-19 
were victims of domestic abuse.







Sexual Exploitation


2010-2011 2012


August 2010 - 
October 2011
Over 2,400 children were 
victims of sexual 
exploitation.


At least 70,000 
online images of child 
abuse were shared


Over 50,000 people in the 
UK downloaded or shared 
online images of child abuse. 







Help and advice


Child sexual 
exploitation
24 hours


0808 800 5000


Rape
England and Wales
Freephone 0808 802 9999
12-2.30pm 
7-9.30pm 
(and 3-5.30pm weekdays)


Domestic abuse


24 hours
0808 2000 247







Forced Marriage
__







What defines a Forced 
Marriage?
- When either or both 


individuals do not give 
consent to a marriage and 
and so pressure or abuse is 
used.


- Or in cases of people with 
learning disabilities, they are 
unable to give consent.







What kinds of pressure/abuse?


➔ Physical
➔ Emotional
➔ Psychological
➔ Financial







Does arranged 
equal forced?


Is there an 
option to 
say no?







Why does it 
happen?


Is it Religious? Cultural?
For honour? Morality?


In 2015, the Forced marriage unit 
dealt with over 1,200 cases of forced 
marriage.







Who are the 
main victims?


Out of 1,220 Cases 
in 2015:


27% <18 years


35% 18-25 years


80% Female Victims


20% Male Victims







Why is it an issue?


- Child Protection.
- Violation of Human Rights.
- Domestic Violence.
- Disruption to Education. 







What are the 
Consequences? In 2005, Sanaa 


Awadkareem (17) 
was forced into 
marriage. Then 
disfigured with acid 
by her estranged 
husband.







Who’s here to help?
Local Authorities


Airport Officials


Womens Aid


School/Teachers


The Forced Marriage 
Unit


Friends


Victim’s Support


Charities and NGO’s







